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Abstract: Wireless sensor networks area collection of a large number of unattended sensor nodes. The sensor nodes are 

dynamically deployed in the region. In wireless sensor networks, the unlicensed sensor nodes use their temporarily available 

vacant licensed channels or spectrum band in a telecommunication network. The many open challenges with issues such as 

adaptive in self-organization and network scalability with cooperative spectrum sensing and sharing are identifying new 

challenges in wireless sensor networks. In this paper, we proposed the adaptive routing algorithm for cognitive radio 

wireless sensor networks. The utilization of the foraging approach of ANTs for making the decision of using the available 

spectrum sensing and sharing of channels over multi-hops communication, provides the method to utilize idle channel and 

decrease the delay for communication in wireless sensor network. In this paper, we design the algorithm to solve the issue 

of wireless sensor network and performance of cognitive radio sensor networks (CRSN) evaluates the parameters which 

proof the self-organization routing algorithm. 
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I. Introduction 

 

In modern networks, the large number of challenges has been observed with respect to different functionalities of networks 

in different applications must improve the data rates, packet delivery ration, decreasing overhead, energy efficient, especially the 

spectrum band utilization in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). The WSN sensor nodes act as CRSN networks, analogous to the 

insects in the colonies, the insects as CRSN and task is available channel. The spectrum sharing in the CRSN as decentralized 

sharing the spectrum as available licensed band used as the primary user (PU), used as an unlicensed band as a secondary user (SU) 

for coordination among insects in the colonies as ants trail their pheromone while searching their routes for finding their food from 

source to destination. The probability of selection of channel the nodes required transmission power for its QoS parameters the 

channel allows more transmission channel utilization. 

 

The insects in colonies utilized the available routes and which have maximum pheromonevalue either may be zero or one 

depends on this declares the routes for spectrum sharing and selection of channels for transmission of packets among nodes in the 

network. The conventional WSNs shown in Figure 1 as all sensor nodes transmit aggregate packets to the base station. Thus the 

sensor nodes available in the market are IEEE 802.15.4 which is able to operate in non-overlapping channels in the 2.4 GHZ ISM 

band. Thus the using multiple channels, improve the transmission in WSN proposed by Phung et al. (2013). 

 

 
Figure 1 Conventional WSN  

 

In ant colonies, the ant has less intelligence (Caro and Dorigo, 1998), and collective behavior has more intelligence with 

respect to performing any task during the searching food. They utilize the maximum channel for better searching to find the optimum 

requirement. They divide the number of the working ants as labor to perform the individual task and this is spectrum sharing in 

cognitive WSNs. 

 

Now a day’s application several heterogeneous WSN exists, but it creates long waiting time for delivering the data, there 

is a delay in packets receiving, therefore adaptive ability and lifetime of WSN node is important. Adaption applied in many branches 

with large-scale networks having number of challenges which solve theproblem of complexity, heterogeneity, dynamic spectrum 

communication, stated byZhang et al. (2013). Various artificial adaptive system in wireless ad hoc networkand WSN have been 

developed with some ability to adapt in centralized anddistributed approach, with adaptive routing which respond the topological 

changes in thenetwork.  
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The natural or biological insects are also having adaptive capabilities such as Ants, Bees,Firefly, as per their adaptive 

capabilities, the different proposed algorithm was developed byresearchers such as AntNet, AdhocNet, bee sensor (Saleem and 

Farooq, 2010),BeeAdhoc, ant colony optimization (ACO), bee colony optimization (BCO) (Karabogaet al., 2009), particle swarm 

optimization (PSO) techniques in swarm intelligence, as thesetechnology are used in the real time experimentation for many 

applications. 

 

Many researchers carried out the same assumptions depend on theirexperimentation and findings. We have gone through 

the designed protocols for adaptiverouting protocols based on the WSNs, wireless ad hoc networks and cognitive radiosensor 

networks (CRSNs) that the newly upcoming area for the research works. Here theutilization of unused licensed spectrum band as 

unlicensed spectrum band for the otherapplication, used as to sense the band as spectrum sensing and then the spectrum sharingwith 

accessing by the other channel. The shifting from one channel to another channeldepends on the availability of the unused spectrum 

band. If the one channel is busy theother sources of other channel is utilized for the proper flow of data communicationbetween the 

numbers of user’s exchanging of information from one node to the otherneighboring node and collectively to the base station. 

Though the user’s points of view,there are two users were defined as PUs and SUs as licensed spectrum band users andunlicensed 

spectrum band users respectively. The analogies have their colonies as new observed fields for gaining some aspects regarding 

theresearch work. These analogies were considered as the cognitive radio, which sense theavailability of spectrum band utilizes in 

both homogeneous and heterogeneous networks.Based on these fundamentals the researchers tryto develop the protocols to solve 

thedifferent issues in the different layers of networks. 

 

In this paper, we proposed the new algorithm for WSN with some challenges as adaptive,robust, scalable routing protocol 

in case of fault-tolerance. The robustness in one layer never satisfies the conditions for theabove issues. So the two-layer hybrid 

approach is considered for the designing purpose,the MAC and routing layer. In MAC layer, we utilize the sensing approach of 

spectrumwith proper time scale which varies from tens of milliseconds to seconds with multi-hopfashion and routing layer to deal 

with topological changes for large-scale network. Tohandle these aspects we proposed the adaptive routing protocol with the 

cognitiveradio utilization as an application. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows, Section 2 gives overview of theliterature review, Section 3 explores the 

design issues and routing algorithm, Section 4Adaptive routing protocol, Section 5 describe performance analysis of routingprotocol 

and Section 6 concludes the paper. 

 

II. Literature review 

 

In the survey paper of Akylidiz et al. (2002), they described the importance of WSN inapplications and issues, Kominami 

et al. (2013) develop the CPBR protocol consider theMAC layer and routing layer approach to find out the potential of nodes in the 

network.In MAC layer, considering sleep control option which directly related to the time scalefactor. Though the sleep control 

mechanism is considered for power saving option innetwork as nodes has to manage the potential of individual node and their 

neighboringnode. The node has to register the node potential periodically to maintain adaptivenetwork (Kim et al., 2006) and in 

routing layer the node has the potential for transmittingto the sink node through its consider multi-sink node option in case of 

topologicalchanges. Atakan et al. (2007) developed the BIOSS protocol for cognitive radio network,the author proposed that the 

utilization of dynamic spectrum accessibility analogous toinsect colony. Atakan et al. (2012) developed the biologically inspired 

routing protocolfor cognitive radio ad hoc network in which they consider the intermittently connectedbio-inspired methods for 

developing the new protocol. Zhang et al. (2013) provided asurvey of next generation cellular network and optimization approach 

depends oncognitive radio network as considering for adaptive paradigm. De Domenicoet al. (2010) provided the survey of 

cognitive radio related to MAC (medium accesscontrol) layer issues. Paone et al. (2010) designed the new protocol called as 

pheromoneprotocol compares with directed diffusion and done the performance analysis of novelprotocol with conventional 

protocol. Li et al. (2010) developed the enhanced BIOSS forbetter improvement in the spectrum sharing in cognitive radio approach. 

Joshi et al.(2013) described the open challenges for newly developing cognitive WSN and theircapabilities of sensor network with 

cognitive radio. Ding et al. (2013) explained theoverview of the cognitive radio network and their advantage and disadvantages.Luo 

et al. (2015) described the heterogeneous CRSNs with Markov analysis andapplications for smart grid application with CRSN 

approach consists of spectrumutilization, blocking probabilities and optimal traffic intensities for the heterogeneous SUuser. 

Mohammady et al. (2014) developed the channel allocation scheme for networks ofheterogeneous QOS classes and calculates two 

Markovian models for calculating averagedelay. Phung et al. (2013) developed the multichannel communication protocol toimprove 

the network performance and also the collision free transmission schedule andreducing the energy waste. 

 

III. Design approach of bio-inspired routing 

 

3.1 Design issues and routing factors in WSN 

A large number of researchers carried out the number of experiments depend on manyfactors of WSNs to solve the 

problems. We focus on design issues of algorithm based onself-organization, scalability and fault-tolerance. 

 

1. Self-organization: in WSN, the sensor node exhaust very fast, the sensor node shouldremain in attended fashion for a long 

period of time and resilient to such dynamicvariations in the topology. There is an important issue to solve the problem of 

suchnetwork called as self-organized network for long-term sustainability. 
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2. Fault-tolerance: in this third issue after deployment of sensor nodes the nodes fails,the algorithm can recognize itself so that 

it continues for the proper functionality ofnetwork without any disruption. 

3. Scalability: as another issue of a large number of nodes is deployed in the regionaffects in routing packets in communication 

in the network. To solve such issue weconsider another one for scalability. 

 

 
Figure 2 A typical CRSN architecture 

 

In WSN, the large number of nodes is deployed and scattered among the area for sensethe data. The number of sensor 

nodes in heterogeneous network the sink nodes send thehello message to the number of nodes. The sensor nodes with cognitive 

capability sensesthe data and send to its neighboring nodes for forwarding as depends on interest ofnodes nearer to each other and 

forward collectively to the base station as given inFigure 2. The sensor nodes forming the cluster and elect the cluster head as 

depend onpheromone strength. Those nodes are nearer to each other, form the cluster and thenselection of cluster head, which 

aggregate the data and send to the base station withproper channel if it fails then select another channel and send to the base station. 

Theseformed clusters-based approach to heterogeneous network formed the cluster-basedcognitive radio, WSN (Akylidiz et al., 

2009) and some are based on heterogeneoushierarchical has given in Figure 2. The cross-layer approach with MAC and 

networklayer finds out the optimal solution for many issues. The above approach is inspired frombiologically inspired routing 

protocol ACO. As the AntNet algorithm only useful forpacket routing in communication network proposed by Caro and Dorigo 

(1998). Thecognitive radio network is application which we consider for our applications to solve theproblem of utilization of 

unused spectrum band which is the next generation approachcalled as CRSN (Gao and Wu, 2011) of WSNs which is need of present 

scenario for thedevelopment in telecommunication networks based on routing protocols always inspiredfrom nature. 

 

3.2 Design approach of multipath channelutilisation 

 

The traditional WSN used single channel utilisation. In our approach multipath channel isutilised forcommunication. As 

with route discovery, RREQ and RREP play a vital rolein understanding the role of path utilisation. The RREQ starts from source 

A todestination B as given in Figure 5. The two paths for communication between A and B,the ants start from source to destination, 

choose the shortest path from and source to foodand back to the nest. They initially find out the optimum path from nest to food 

sourceand back to destination during these operations the pheromone trails start evaporatesregularly, but the remaining ants 

following the optimum path for a better solution, but ifchannel fails because of some reason. The other channel is utilised to reach 

the optimumpath and back to the nest in RREP format. The RREP depends on availability of the slotschedule of the network. The 

nodes transmit their data in multi-hop fashion with themultichannel utilisation as a novel approach in cognitive WSN depends on 

the probabilityof node selection as described in Figures 3 and 4 and formulate as given below. 

 
Figure 3 Single Route channel utilization 

 
Figure 4 Multi-route channel between the source A and destination D 

If the channel fails, it chooses another path (channel) for communication as the conceptof PU and SU, the PU as lice and 

SU as cognitive as channel utilisation depends onspectrum availability. It senses the channel for the user that which channel is used 

fortransmission of packets. 
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The sensor node sends the RREQ, consists of sensor node ID with spectrumavailability for available of spectrum sensing, 

decision, sharing among the node and findout the quality of paths depends on pheromone value as a spectrum. The RREP with 

thenode ID and node channel with time slot scheduler for coming packets over each channelperiodically. 

 

The self-organising systems completely rely on localised decision processes which havethe three aspects of successfulness 

of self-organisation. By concentrating radiointerferences required to develop the controlled self-organisation by initialising 

withMAC layer. The controlled self-organisation is important for the realisation of large-scaleWSNs associated with robustness to 

network topology changes is also important forWSNs (Dressler, 2008). 

 

The communication protocols are not sufficiently flexible regarding environmentalchanges. These environmental changes 

and control on each layer in WSN architectureoperates on widely different timescale. MAC layer supports for one hops 

communicationwhere data transmission takes a few milliseconds in most sensor networks. Energyefficiency MAC protocol with 

sleep scheduling for prolonging lifetime are assumed insensor networks. Whereas routing layers have to deal with topological 

changes to realize source to destination communications. In static sensors, nodes manage network topologyby using HELLO 

message every ten seconds. The external timescale operation control ofself-organisation is longer than routing layer. It is insufficient 

to discuss about therobustness within one layer. Here, we try to design the self-organised-based routingprotocols for the condition 

of channel selection, mobility, and node failure. 

 

In MAC layer, the sleep control is expected, so that power saving option issuccessful. The MAC protocol with the sleep 

control allows the node to sleep for every10 ms so that each node can communicate with other nodes only when it is awake. Thecycle 

of sleep control means minimum unit time of one-hop data transmission. In MAClayer, during the selection of a next hop node 

when a node is in sleep mode, the data isheld for a certain period of time. There is a condition for probabilistic channel selectionfor 

communication. The channel selection from spectrum sensing/sharing utilizing theavailable spectrum band is called as cognitive 

radios. In nature (Saleem et al., 2009),self-organization for sensor node in WSNs which is to be analogous to biologicallyinspired 

methods, i.e., availability of different paths for ANTs and BEEs for searchingthe food among different paths to reach the destination, 

i.e., sharing resources. Considerthe insect colony as a cognitive radio network and the insects as a cognitive radio forspectrum 

utilization. Task allocation is available channel and task associated stimuli as apermissible power to channel. 

 

IV. Bio-inspired routing algorithm for WSN 

 

4.1 Bio-inspired algorithm for adaptive and robust routing in CRSNs 

 

Let consider the ants transmits the hellomessage after certain duration of time to itsneighbouring node. The Forward ants 

do this task neither by the backward ants. Hellomessage carries the pheromone trails as Ph from source node Sn and the other node 

as thesink node Ss. As per our algorithm is cluster-based approach in WSN called as clusterPheromone which evaluates the 

pheromone value in the pheromone table. The cluster iscalled as Cn(Sn). The ants regularly update pheromone value as mention in 

algorithmparticular in pheromone table as 

 

       1122 1,, nsnsn SPhxSSxPhSSPh   

 

The probability of ant is x ∈ {0, 1}. The average pheromone value entered in thepheromone table. The ants jumps as 

number of hops probabilistically either in {0, 1} in form for selecting next-hop node is defined as 
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The m is the neighbouring and network of N nodes. The number of ants jumps asprobability of ants from one node to other 

nodes and update pheromone table in antcolonies. 

The ants forming the number of clusters according to their larvae size, the clusters areformed by ants forming the self-

organisation property (Heurtefeux et al., 2007). Here thelarge number of ants works and forms the cluster to save energy of a node 

and to becomea more efficient process. The ant works for food by trailing pheromone value done lots ofjob for finding food, thus 

the solution by forming clusters by ants and forms the clusterpheromone Cn(Si) and Cn(Sj) respectively given by following 

expression 
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The sensor nodes which have a message which transfer by cluster ID whether themforming the cluster or not. In case of 

the failure rate of ants or sensor nodes as forcognitive approach the one channel fails other channel select in jumping of next hops 
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in asimilar way the ants suddenly change forms the cluster according to probability approachfrom cluster 1 to cluster 2, just as leave 

and join operation in failure rate.  

Let consider the CRSN sensor node i and j as edge (i, j) ant starts searching food frombest path. 

Cluster head selection algorithm 

Setup phase 

for each path (i , j) do 

perform spectrum sensing; 

end for 

finding each hops from i to j as best path (shortest) 

for each ant k1 & k2 do 

Compute probability of choosing multi-path; 

if [node j nearest neighbour to node i, ant k1 & k2 checks both path & take decision] 

 chose path, then 

Calculate length; 

Compute as shortest path and form a cluster (all nearer nodes); 

else longest path 

ant k computes best path (i , j) by dropping pheromone trail; 

end 

pheromone value = 1; 

if node with greater pheromone value then others then 

ant k select path(i ,j) in multi-hop fashion; 

else if node which have deeper pheromone value with < T(n) choose as CH then 

Advertise as cluster head (CH); 

End 

Transfer data from CH to Master CH (as sink node); 

End 

Steady phase: multi-hop routing algorithm 

For each edge do 

Set initial pheromone value 1; 

End for 

For each CH do compute the visibility 

End for 

While not stop do 

For each ant k do 

Select CH; 

For i=1 to n do 

Compute probability Pij and select next CH j with; 

Probability pij; 

End for 

End for 

For each path do 

Update the pheromone value (i + 1); 

End for 

End while 

Select shortest path ij & 

Choose the CH as a leader for each CH to base station do 

sends packet under leader control; 

end for 

Communication within clusters 

for each cluster do 

All nodes sends data to CH 
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CH check the availability of the network 

if (network is busy) then 

perform spectrum sensing; 

if a spectrum band is available then 

utilise primary network; 

transfer the data through the primary networks(Pus); 

wait for selection of CH and master Cluster Head (in which all CH sends data); 

if CH is elected in transferring data then 

send the data with max packet size; 

Else 

send the data with restricted packet size; 

End 

Else 

Utilise secondary network (SUs); 

Here to access SU over CSMA protocol; 

End 

Else 

Utilise the secondary network; 

End 

End 

 

V. Performance analysis 

 

In this section we evaluated the CRSNs as next generation WSNs. The simulation wasdone in the open source software 

NS2 version ns-2.31. The CRSN network consists of25 nodes, which are arranged in a grid topology of 1,000 m × 1,000 m. It is 

assumed thatthe network utilises an unlicensed channel which is shared with other legacy networks.This condition causes network 

interference, which is represented by the parameter(i.e., PU channel). On the other hand, here we use 11 channels for our 

experimentation inCRSN network. We compare the performance of the CRSN routing protocol and AODVprotocol. Note that since 

the AODV protocol cannot utilise the cognitive radio feature ofthe CRSN nodes, CRSN with AODV protocol behaves as a 

conventional WSN withAODV protocol. In this simulation, we used the IEEE 802.11 standard as the MAC layerprotocol. The 

following parameters are considered for the following simulation of CRSNas WSNs using bio-inspired routing protocol. 

 

5.1 Throughput 

 

The parameter evaluation in WSNs with the considering the above-mentioned parametersin NS2 were evaluated. In the 

simulation throughput of the network is decreased with respectto increasing the number of packet size. The throughput is calculated 

as 

 

Throughput = Total number of bits received/Receiving time of last packet– Sending time of first packet 

 

 

 
Figure 5 Throughput analysis 
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5.2 Average end-to-end delay 

 

The same as throughput the average end-to-end delay for the 25 number of nodes withrespect to packet size with some 

statistical values mention in each graphicalrepresentation. Here the average end-to-end delay is less at starting state and increasingas 

packet size increased. 

 

The average end to end delay =[(total receiving time of ithpacket of destination– total sending time of packet to source)/ Totalnumber 

of received packets by destination nodes] 

 

 
Figure 6Average end-to-end delay 

 

5.3 Packet delivery factorial 

 

The PDF is another parameter in the sensor networks also depends on the total number ofsending and receiving packets 

from any source to destination with respect to time. Hereinitially it is less as the packets size increases, it also increases. 

 

Thus, from above performance analysis of WSN with the cognitive approach asapplication of WSN as next generation 

sensor networks prove the robustness asself-organization in WSNs. 

 

 
Figure 7Packet delivery factorial analysis 

 

5.4 Time complexity 

 

The time complexity is the time required to achieve goals in the route discovery fromsource to destination or to base 

station. Thus the time complexity for route discovery andcommunication is O(n). Let n be the diameter of the network in terms of 

the number ofhops. The time required for achieving the goal of routing protocol from source todestination. Thus time complexity 

to fulfill the requirement of route discovery is O(n). 

 

VI. Conclusions 

 

In this paper, we conclude that the design of novel algorithm has produced to find out theissues such as self-organization, 

fault-tolerance. Here, the Markov chain model has beendescribe to find out the optimum solution to the cognitive approach using 

bio-inspiredmethods with some mathematical modeling. The performance analysis of the respectiveparameters in WSN is analyzed. 

The WSN is utilized in many applications, but as pernow days the requirement is in cognitive networks. So the combinations of 
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WSNs withcognitive network producing the new research area as a cognitive WSN as nextgeneration requirement. We try to solve 

the problems of the current issues based onbiologically inspired methods. 
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